Tefila 101ISSUES WITHIN THE OPENING AND CLOSING OF
Opening With
Source 1

Translation: That is the nusach in the Siddurim of the Sephardim and in the Avudrahom; also in the
KolBo Section 37. In each text the word “Oo’Vichain” (now therefore) appears before the word
Yishtabach. That is the correct way to recite the text in order to join and connect the song Yishtabach with
that which precedes it. In other words, since it is the duty of all creatures, etc. therefore praised may Your
name be forever. Without the word “Oo’Vichain” it appears that Yishtabach is a prayer that does continue
what was recited previously but is an independent prayer. That is not correct.
Source 2

Translation: We complete the prayer Nishmat with the Bracha of Yishtabach. It was the custom to begin
the prayer Yishtabach by preceding the word Yishtabach with the word “Oo’Vichain”. It appears to me
that the reason that Chazal added the word “Oo’Vichain” while not doing so for weekdays was that the
prayer Yishtabach was authored to correspond with Shirat Hayam (editor’s note: not all places recited
Shirat Hayam on weekdays). In Shirat Hayam, there is a hint to G-d’s name which contains 72 letters. It
is based on this name that we recite Yishtabach. Because Moshe Rabbeinu uttered G-d’s name of 72
letters, the Sea split. That name is hinted to in the words: VaYasah, VaYavoh and Va’Yait found in
Exodus 14:19. Since on Shabbat, we connect another song to Shirat Hayam, i.e. Nishmat, Chazal added
the word “Oo’Vichain”. That word in gematria represents 72 which is the number of letters in the name of
G-d that is represented by the prayer Yishtabach.

Answering With

After You Recite The

Of

Source 3

Translation: One source taught: One who answers Amen after his own Bracha is praiseworthy. Another
source taught: One who answers Amen after his own Bracha is despicable. The two sources are not
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Tefila 101contradictory. The source that says that the person is despicable is speaking of most Brachot. The source that
says that the person is praiseworthy is referring to the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim in Birchat Hamazon.
Source 4

Translation: One source taught: One who answers Amen after his own Bracha is praiseworthy. Another
source taught: One who answers Amen after his own Bracha is despicable. The two sources are not
contradictory. The source that says that the person isdespicable is speaking of most Brachot. The source that
says that the person is praiseworthy is referring to the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim in Birchat Hamazon.
Rabbi Chananel explained that the Gemara was not referring only to the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim
but was also referring to any concluding Bracha that is similar to the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim. One
should not argue that the Gemara meant only the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim because of the statement
in the Gemara that Abaye recited the blessing Boneh Yerushalayim loudly so that the workers would hear
it and then return to their work. His statement is not definitive because the Gemara also tells us of the
practice of Rav Ashi which was to recite the Amen after Boneh Yerushalayim quietly so that people would
not hear it and think that it was a sign that it was a good practice to skip the last Bracha of Hotav
Vi’Hamaitiv. Rather we must understand the Gemara to mean that we must practice similarly after
reciting any Bracha that shares similar traits to Boneh Yersuhalayim. Yishtabach which represents the
conclusion of Pseukei D’Zimra and YiHallelucha which represents the end of Hallel and the end of
Shmona Esrei and after Ga’Al Yisroel, we should recite Amen after reciting the Bracha. Reciting the word
Amen is not considered an interruption because it is a requirement. Rashi explains the rule in a similar
manner.
Source 5

Translation: Rabbi Chananel explained that one should answer Amen after Brachot that are similar such
as Yishtabach. Yet, take a look at how people conduct themselves in our location and you see that they are
accustomed to answer Amen only after reciting the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim in Birchat Hamazon.
Source 6
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Tefila 101Translation: Rav Shimaya wrote that one needs to answer Amen to one’s Bracha of Yishtabach before
reciting the Bracha Yotzair Ohr. The Brachot in Pseukei D’Zimra are requirements of Rabbinical law
while the Brachot of Kriyat Shma are requirements of Biblical law. So wrote Rabbi Joseph Even Pelet.
Others wrote that one needs to answer Amen after one’s Bracha of Ga’al Yisroel before Shmona Esrei to
differentiate between the Brachot of Kriyat Shma which are an obligation of Biblical law and Shmona Esrei
which are an obligation of Rabbinical law. This same practice is required after reciting the blessing Boneh
Yerushalayim in Birchat Hamazon before the Bracha of Hatov Vi’Hamaitiv. The Rambam wrote that
one should not answer Amen to one’s bracha that is between Ga’Al Yisroel and Shmona Esrei.
Source 7

Translation: One should not recite Amen after reciting a Bracha except after reciting two Brachot or more
that are concluding Brachot. It is the custom to recite Amen after one recites the Bracha of YiHallelucha
and after Yishtabach. The Ramah: There are those who hold that one should not recite Amen after one’s
own Bracha except after the Bracha Boneh Yerushalayim in Birchat Hamazon. That is the custom in our
homeland and it should not be changed. In places where they are accustomed to answer Amen after reciting
the Bracha of YiHallelucha and Yishtabach, they should also answer Amen after reciting the Bracha:
Hashomair Amo Yisroel La’Ad.
Source 8

Translation: One generally does not answer Amen after reciting a Bracha except if one recites two Brachot
that are connected. These are known as connected Brachot; the Bracha YiHallelucha is connected to the
Bracha that opens Hallel and Yishtabach is connected to the Bracha Baruch Sh’Amar. Yishtabach and
YiHallelucha are considered connected Brachot because of the rule that one is not permitted to speak
between Baruch Sh’Amar and Yishtabach and between the Bracha that opens Hallel and the Bracha of
YiHallelucha. Pseukei D’Zimra that we recite between the Bracha of Baruch Sh’Amar and Yishtabach is
not considered an inappropriate interruption. That is not the case with the the Bracha Acharona that we
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Tefila 101recite after making a Bracha before eating. Even though there is a Bracha that we recite before we eat and a
Bracha that we recite after eating, there is no connection between the Brachot. The connection is broken
because we are permitted to have interruptions between the Brachot and to speak while eating after reciting
the Bracha before eating and then speaking before reciting the Bracha that comes after eating. This
demonstrates that Bracha that follows eating is an independent Bracha.
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